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Special Feature  

THE CONSERVATIVE WOMAN  

The Big Pharma Story – Part 2   
 

 2085 DC 

 The seeds for this story go way back in decades to the advent of vaccines 

1 There is one thing in this world that is guaranteed to send 
shivers down the spine of the ordinary person.  And those that 
worked out the truth of that, capitalised on it – Big Time. 
 

 

2 Health – or rather the lack of it - is the scare tactic used for 
decades now by the Big Pharma industry and it pays – Big Time. 
And the thing about money is that it attracts in ways that ill-
health doesn’t.  Put these two properties together and we arrive 
at 2022 – and a picture that becomes clearer by the day. 
   

 

3 This month, Paula Jardine, writing for The Conservative Woman, has 
prepared a most enlightening investigative 4part article on the subject and 
we are pleased to share it with our readers today.   
 

4 Our purpose in sharing this work with you here is simply to highlight certain 
elements of the piece to draw your attention to the facts behind this story. 
 
THE STORY - PART ONE is here. 
But now let’s dig further down. 
    

5 THE STORY - PART TWO 
 
What begins as a wonderful story about disease prevention for everyone – 
and particularly those in the emerging nations – takes on a different hue 
when the story, which Paula Jardine writes about, is read and understood. 
 
Paula’s story causes us to shift our grip on what we currently believe, by 
showing us a different lens through which to view the world and the goings-
on around it.  It seems, there are some people in high places – health 
institutions and Big Pharma - who are different to us ordinary folk.  The 
people I refer to have a completely foreign attitude towards their fellow 
humans it seems.  Paula will give us more than a slight indication, that the 
people I’m talking about have no feelings whatsoever, for others in far off 
lands.  The only thing they are concerned about is greed.  These people are 
focused on money - developing new markets to sell into – and making more! 
   
And for some – it is POWER that is the real go-to drug of choice. 
Accumulating money - makes possible the acquisition of MORE POWER. 
 

6 As we have been learning in studies related to cancer – which we will share 
with our readers soon – nutrition is so vitally important for our health.  Couple 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_e3131e8e97f041168ca3ddbe9cfedc86.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_419f064048c343539ec83d782b48be79.pdf
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good nutrition with certain other basics – basics such as clean water and 
good sanitation, then our robust human bodies, with a most amazing immune 
system, will do the rest for us.  It’s like putting quality oil in your car engine.  
It’s simple and inexpensive, but it keeps your motor running smoothly and 
the result is – it will not let you down. 
 
Some of the biggest institutions in the world have recognised these basics 
and said as much in numerous reports.  The problem is their messages have 
been subverted in more recent times – perhaps as a result of that money and 
power I mentioned.  These institutions are now telling us all, that the 
important thing – if not the single most important thing to have these days – 
is access to vaccines.  
 
Well, if you can get people to believe that, surely they will be lining up for it? 
And they have been – encouraged by various other messages being 
delivered by previously trusted institutions – like governments and media. 
And the result is, Payday!   
 
In fact, the paydays do not stop.  They just keep coming – since once people 
accept one vaccine, they will generally accept a string of them.  In the USA 
for example the schedule for children up to 18yrs is currently 72 shots.  
Incidentally, Dr Simone Gold says, with 72 shots on the schedule, you’d think 
our children would be the healthiest in the world – they are not!    
 
GP surgeries are encouraged to deliver the vaccines to us all and get some 
of that money generated to sweeten the pill – for them!  The thing is, most 
doctors understand very little about vaccines and next to nothing about the 
current generation of treatments they call vaccines – but are really 
experimental treatments.   
 
One such GP doctor has recently resigned from the NHS, having gained a 
completely different understanding of these things – that is different to the 
one he was sold.   
His name is Dr David Cartland.  
 

7 Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), was the brainchild of 
Bill Gates and he pushes the GAVI agenda whenever there is an opportunity.  
It all sounds very laudable, but is it?  When we understand the business 
interests Gates has in vaccine production, we can begin to see this man - and 
his plan - in a completely different light.  It becomes like that saying: 
If it looks like a duck – walks like a duck – and sounds like a duck, then… 
Yeah – you can assume correctly!    
 

8 Interestingly, Paula identifies Dr Neil Ferguson as working for Gates back in 
2017.  You may recall that it was Ferguson who predicted widespread 
devastation to the population, due to the virus we have come to refer to as 
Covid.  He was wrong – well wrong – about his predictions.  Many scientists 
say that he has been well wrong about everything he has put out - and for 
the last two decades. 
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/5R5NBblHbBLn/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_ee3d512748114ddf80108ce1b111b249.pdf
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Even so, this spreadsheet guru is well attached to Gates and possibly – just 
possibly – has a financial interest embedded in some of those spreadsheets 
of his.  Certainly, the college he works for does – Imperial College, London.  
The college is the grateful recipient of large grants from Gates and the 
foundation he uses to spread his influence [AKA Power]. 
 
The thing is, the more of this kind of connection gathering that is made, the 
more dots get connected.  Dots being connected is not proof of anything of 
course.  But – and this is the thing – if it is possible to connect dots on paper, 
then surely it is worth someone checking the connections out in reality? 
 
You would think so, wouldn’t you? 
And there we uncover another interesting point to mull over. 
What if, those in position to carry out the checking, would prefer not to do 
that – and they tell you there is really nothing to see here. 
To do so – to check and disclose - would in some way not fit with their own 
interests perhaps? 
 
This sounds like rabbit hole stuff, but when you know what a rabbit hole 
looks like – well, shouldn’t we just check it anyway?  Then we can have all 
our minds put at rest.  Some people call this kind of thing transparency.   
It’s nice – assuming you have nothing to keep hidden that is!  
 

9 You will be staggered by what Paula says in connection with the growth of 
vaccine production – already far exceeding the projections made for the 
World Health Organisation - WHO.  Those weren’t Neil Ferguson’s 
projections, by the way!   
But according to the World Economic Forum – WEF – who keep their fingers 
on the pulse of these things – the WHO’s projection has been smashed. 
 
Oh, and that is not because Big Pharma has been successful in selling their 
stuff to the poor and undernourished in this world.  No.  They have achieved 
that through selling their stuff to wealthy nations and the people who have 
been tempted – scared even - and in many cases coerced - into taking them.   
 
See what Paula says about hospital staff being encouraged to take the stuff. 
   

10 So, as we said last time in respect of Part One - where we are now, is a place 
where we should be asking some very deep and searching questions.  They 
should be forming on the tip of our tongues at this very point! 
We will keep asking and think you should too! 
 
Next up – will be Part Three of this eye-opening subject that is Big Pharma. 
 
 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/friends-and-allies-the-gates-foundation-and-british-scientists/
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 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

4 LINK Part ONE: How Big Pharma sold vaccines to the world 

5 LINK Paula Jardine – Source Article: Part TWO 

6 LINK Dr Simone Gold - ER doctor and lawyer explains about vaccines 

6 LINK Dr David Cartland 

8 LINK Friends and allies: The Gates Foundation and British scientists 

  FURTHER READING 

 LINK Bill Gates: Vaccines can limit the population growth by 10-15% ??? 
Correct – he says LIMIT - NOT grow! 

 LINK Bill Gates: Warning of viruses to come which we all need vaccines to 
save us from.     

 LINK Bill Gates: Sadly, Omicron is better at protecting people than vaccines  

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

  
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 
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